Instant valuations user guide

Instant valuations
A guide to Automated Valuation Models (AVMs)

The purpose of this guide is to provide an overview of our AVM policy and ordering
process. This guide includes tips on what to look out for when ordering, as well as what
to do when an AVM has been returned but is not suitable for the proposed loan.
1. AVM credit policy summary
Policy item

Details

Maximum LVR

Up to 80% depending on individual
property attributes

Maximum
property value

Up to $1.5m (in NSW & VIC) depending on
individual property attributes

Policy
exclusions

Details

LVR

Above 80%

Property value

Any property value greater than $1.5m
(in NSW & VIC)

Up to $1m in all other eligible states
depending on individual property attributes
Acceptable
State and territories capital locations
property locations excluding NT & TAS
Acceptable loan
purpose

Loan refinances

AVM expiry date

90 days

Any property value greater than $1.0m in
all other eligible states and territories
Property
locations

Any property located in NT or TAS
Units located in WA
Any property located in a restricted postcode

Principal increases

Units located in a high-density postcode
Property size

Land area greater than 2.2 Hectares

Loan purpose

Purchase of property

Products

Construction loans

Other

Valuation request – Do Any Of These Apply?
If you answer anything other than None
Apply, then an AVM will not be eligible.
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Property size
Loan purpose
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Products
Other

Any property located in a restricted postcode
Units located in ACT, SA or WA
Units located in a high-density postcode
Land area greater than 2.2 Hectares
Purchase of property
SMSF, Construction and Family Pledge loans
Valuation request – Do Any Of These Apply? If you answer anything other than
None Apply, then an AVM will not be eligible.

2. AVM ordering guide

2. AVM ordering guide

The below instructions will help you through the key valuation ordering steps, including how you’ll know an AVM is
eligible on the requested property, how the AVM report is provided and what to do if the AVM is not suitable to
The below instructions will help you through the key valuation ordering steps, including how you’ll know an AVM is eligible
support the proposed loan application.

on the requested property, how the AVM report is provided and what to do if the AVM is not suitable to support the proposed
loan
i) application.
Log in and enter the property address as you do today
i. Log in and enter the
property address as you
do today

ii)

ii)

Enter the estimated value and loan amount

Enter the estimated value and loan amount

ii. Enter the estimated value
and loan amount.
Ensure your data entry is
accurate, to give you the
best opportunity for an AVM
to be returned

Select the criteria that apply from the list provided and select Proceed to produ
Select the criteria that apply from the list provided and select Proceed to product selection. Note: If you
answer anything other than None Apply, an AVM will not be eligible.
answer anything other than None Apply, an AVM will not be eligible.
iii)

iii)

iii. Select the criteria that apply
from the list provided and
select Proceed to product
selection. Note: If you
answer anything other than
None Apply, an AVM will not
be eligible.

iv)

The valuation type will then be displayed on screen, with a successful AVM appearing. Conditions are
displayed here as a reminder of criteria, but you need to refer to your email confirmation for property
specific conditions, including LVR once the order is complete.
Where “AVM” is
displayed the proposed
loan/property
combination meets policy

iv)
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Where Desktop or Short
Form display here, the
loan/property
combination does not
meet AVM policy

The valuation type will then be displayed on screen, with a successful AVM app
displayed here as a reminder of criteria, but you need to refer to your email co
specific conditions, including LVR once the order is complete.
Please check your
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iv. The valuation type will then
be displayed on screen,
with a successful AVM
appearing. Conditions
are displayed here as a
reminder of criteria, but
you need to refer to your
valuation complete email for
property specific conditions,
including LVR once the
order is complete.

v)

Complete the order to receive your AVM report via email.

v. Complete the order to
receive your AVM report
via email.

Click Add to cart

Complete Customer
Details and then
click Next

vi)

The AVM report will be returned via email. Please read the property specific conditions in the body of
the email carefully as this will detail the maximum LVR for the subject property.
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Ensure the proposed LVR
is less than or equal to
the maximum LVR
displayed in the
confirmation email

vi. The AVM report will be
returned via email. Please
read the property specific
conditions in the body of the
email carefully as this will
detail the maximum LVR for
the subject property.

Ensure this is reviewed for
each security property
where an AVM is returned

vii)

To determine the property value, open the PDF report and look for the Estimated Value field. This is the
property value to determine your LVR.
Estimated value,
and therefore
valuation amount
is $533,986

viii)

Where the AVM successfully supports the proposed loan please provide the PDF report as a supporting
document in your loan submission.

ix)

Where an AVM has been returned but the value does not support the proposed loan application please
email brokersupport@macquarie.com or call us on 1800 174 945 so we can review your options, such
as requesting a short form valuation.

x)

Should a short form valuation or desktop be displayed as the valuation type (instead of an AVM), this
means the loan/property combination is outside of policy for the use of an AVM, based on the valuation
request details provided. Check your input details again if you are expecting an AVM to be returned.

vii. To determine the property
value, open the PDF report.
For:
1. CoreLogic RP Data look for the Estimated
Value field

2. Hometrack - look for the
Market Value field
These are the property
value fields to use, to
determine your LVR.
Note: You will receive
either a CoreLogic RP
Data or Hometrack AVM,
you will not receive both.

viii)

Where the AVM successfully supports the proposed loan please provide the PDF repo
document in your loan submission.
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ix)

Where an AVM has been returned but the value does not support the proposed loan
email brokersupport@macquarie.com or call us on 1800 174 945 so we can review y
as requesting a short form valuation.

x)

Should a short form valuation or desktop be displayed as the valuation type (instead o
means
the
loan/property
is outside
of please
policy
for the use of an AVM, base
ix. Where an AVM
has been
returned
but the value does combination
not support the proposed
loan application
email
brokersupport@macquarie.com or call us on 1800 174 945 so we can review your options, such as requesting a short form valuation.
request details provided. Check your input details again if you are expecting an AVM
viii. Where the AVM successfully supports the proposed loan please provide the PDF report as a supporting document in your
loan submission.

x. Should a short form
valuation or desktop be
displayed as the valuation
type (instead of an AVM),
this means the loan/
property combination is
outside of policy for the use
of an AVM, based on the
valuation request details
provided.

xi. For loan applications supported by multiple security properties, a separate valuation request is required for each property, with the loan
amount entered apportioned to reflect the LVR reliance on the subject property.
If you have any further questions on our AVM policy or process please contact your business development manager.

This information is provided by Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542 Australian Credit Licence 237502 for the use of licensed and accredited brokers only. In no circumstances is it to be used by a
potential client for the purposes of making a decision about a financial product or class of products.
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